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CONSIDER:

Setting a timer when writing

supports the process

immensely. Similar to

meditation, the experience can

be stunning when we allow

ourselves to be contained by a

disciplined commitment to

staying put until the bell rings. 

We may get pulled in ten

thousand directions. We may

want desperately to get up, but

we've committed. So we sit, and

write. We get to give ourselves

permission to write the most

terrible, odious, banal lines of

drivel, while we sit and keep our

commitment to ourselves to just

stay with it, and write. For me,

this is the heartwood of the

practice: to make a

commitment, and then just take

it as it comes. 

Day 3 of the Power of Meditation Summit

The following poem from Rosemerry Wahtola Trommer

combines well with the Energy Circuit Practice with

Metta. Ideas for working with this poem as a writing

prompt are on page 2.

Wonder

I wear my wonder
like old running shoes—
not elegant,
not sophisticated,
surprisingly inappropriate
in certain rooms.
I notice how others
sometimes wrinkle their noses
at a blatant sporting of wonder,
thinking, perhaps, I must be oblivious
to the dress code:
stilettos of apathy,
high heels of indifference,
boots of cool reserve.
But dang, this wonder
gets me where I need to go
every inch,
every mile, even
across the room.
When everywhere I step
is broken glass,
wearing this wonder
is the only reason
I can move at all.

Rosemerry Wahtola Trommer

https://onbeing.org/author/gregory-orr/
https://onbeing.org/author/gregory-orr/


IDEAS 
FOR WORKING WITH THIS POEM:

When we expand through creative

work, transformation reaches into the

entirety of the body. Feel when the

poem – either the one you read or the

one you are writing – enters your whole

body.

Let the poem reach into you and nurse

you to aliveness. Notice what the poem

opens up for you. Pay attention.

Sometimes, it chafes. Sometimes, it

lands. Sometimes, we release our

tragedies.  Sometimes, in what we

write, we are the perfect light for each

other. The poem is a midwife. Breathe.

The poet concludes with the following

lines: 

"wearing this wonder

is the only reason

I can move at all."

Try beginning with these lines, and see

where that takes you! 

If you want to write about wonder, great.

If not, let it go. Don't feel compelled to

match the tone of this poet's work. You

might be catapulted into an entirely

different emotional universe.

Let the poem be a place of refuge where

you can express whatever you like,

without needing to arrive at any

conclusion or analysis at all.  

GENERAL IDEAS 
FOR WORKING WITH POEMS:
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